BOOKKEEPER
COMPUTER TECHNICIAN

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
SALES AND SERVICE
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
SALES AND SERVICE

09/2011
12/1998

CURRENT
10/2011

(PAY RATE)

X

8 NOW ONLY 3 TO 4

5 NOW ONLY 4

Accounts Payable. Accounts Receivable, Financials, Inventory. Creating, amending, billing of
Service agreement contracts. Database management. Software Upgrades. Graphics, ads, flyers.

Backup Procedures, assist with taking service requests and writing up workorders, answered phone

x
x
x

1
1
6
minimal
minimal

minimal
minimal
minimal
1
minimal
6

I used to be able to carry computers back to the technicians, or out for customers picking
them up, but I can no longer do it. I can't even assist them with accessories anymore
as I can't pick things up without the fear of dropping them, can't get the cabinets open, and
can't bend down or reach up far enough to get thing. Plus it takes me so long to get out of my chair
when a customer comes in. I've been moved to a back office now instead of up front.

x

x
x

PAY RATE

x

8

5

Setup and installed computers and software. Installed printer & mfps. Network equipment.
Cabling.Computer repair. Software training. Database development.IT for internal systems.
Website development. Installed and supported Accounting systems.

x
x
x

1
4
2
minimal

.5
.5
.5
1
.5

.5

5

In this position I was required to install computers and printers out in the field. Included
loading up equipment in the car, carrying it into customers offices and installing it
distance varied depending on location.

x

x
x

x

CONTINUING PAGE 2, JOB #1:
I've worked both positions for the same company. When my physical abilities became too bad
to go out in the field or physically work on computers in house, I retained my position
as technician for a while as we were implementing new software at the company and I was
Involved with that. After that the company could no longer employ me as a technician and
they offered me the position as the bookkeeper since the bookkeeper at the time was
planning on retiring. When I took the position my hands/fingers had already contracted
to a claw like position, but I could still function on the computer and general office work. Over the years
the scleroderma which affects my skin, joints, muscles and all my tendons continued to disable me
to the effect that I only have three fingers that have any use in typing or paperwork, and they
have very limited movement. My knees can't bend very far and are hard to straighten. My shoulders,
arms and elbows are hard, stiff, and contracted, so I can barely raise them to the top of my head.
I continually have ulcers and calcinosis on my hands fingers and arms, are a very painful
addition to the already painful contracted and damaged fingers and arms. When these are open
or get infected,I basically can't use my hands/fingers for fear of amputation.My bigger
extremeties, hips, back. and legs are now so affected that even using a ledge to assist me
to get out of my office chair doesn't work so I have to have someone assist me. Every time I
have to get out of the chair to get something, try to file something, make a copy etc is a
painful procedure. Instead or continuing at the normal rate of decline, my scleroderma has
become more active causing more disability at a higher pace. Scleroderma is called the disease
that turns people to stone, and I'm an excellent example. Sitting too long, or having an arm
or elbow in one position causes the tendons to lock up, and it is very painful and takes a lot
of energy to break them free. My routine now just to get to work requires someone to dress me
as I no longer can dress myself, get me in and out of the car and take me to work. My work schedule
now depends on my friends and families schedules. I would have been unemployed years ago if
not for the company I work for. I have been with the company for so long and have so much
knowledge of the workings of the company that they have made every effort to keep me there.
At the time I took the bookkeeping position I was already so bad off that no one else
would have hired me. Most people don't understand how I have possibly kept working.

